when (3» 1, <p-1/(u+1) (see (94». In view of that c;o(x)
=X-1/ 2 and we finally get

Moreover, assuming the term in (77) without {3 to be
small and using the method of successive approximations we can also find the next-order term which has
the form
«Il.=e iW2 (

1 _ _ _ t_)
1+u .

__

Hence, connecting this with what preceded, we find the
asymptotic behavior of the dielectric permittivity and
of the conductivity:
e =-4e'vl Ul.'=-4nn.e'/mUl.',

cr=2e'vl nUl.'T,=2n.e'TJ m (Ul.T,) "

where ne =po/n =mvhr is the number of electrons. As
should be the case, when WT2» 1 the permittivity is given by the formula for free electrons.

i~(1+u)'

As a whole up to terms of order 1/{3 or t we can write
the result in the form
«Il(t u)""e-(·-i,/,,.
,

1- + -1]
[-1+u
- - ""e-"-i P12"tlI(O. u)
' .

(95)

i~(1+u)'

We emphasize that this result is already invalid for
terms of order {3 -2 or t 2 • The transfer of t to the argument of the exponential is justified by the fact that it
is clear from what preceded that <P must be exponentially damped at very large t. This means that when we
take integrals over t we must put i{3 - i{3 - y with y« (3.
Equation (95) automatically guarantees that.
Further we have3 )
«Il (0, u)
2
4
S•«Il (,)
t u dt""---""----l-i~/2
i~(1+u) (i~)'(1+u)

•

2
(i~)'(1+u)'

Substituting this expression into (81) we find
Q=-e'vl nc+4ie'vlnc~.

(96)

)The introduction of the mutually uncorrelated fields 11 and t
as well as Eq. (11) for G which is of first order in B/Bz is
valid provided 1/T« £F.
2)One should note that equations very close to (57) and (73)
were obtained also by Berezinskir. III However, in view of
the fact that the numerical value of Q(w o) found inlll is incorrect and that our method for solving the equations is somewhat different we thought it useful to give here the complete
calculation right to the end.
3)We note that the same result is obtained if we take the expression for cf1 without transferring t to the exponent and put
i{3-i{3-')', where ,),-+0.
I
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The roton spectrum in superfluid He3_He4 solutions is considered by taking into account interactions
between impurity excitations and rotons. An equation for the self-energy function of the rotons is obtained
within the framework of a model in which this interaction is assumed to be a point interaction. The
equation is solved by numerical integration with a computer. The solutions are used to determine the
thermodynamic characteristics of the rotons and the energy dependence of the cross sections of various
scattering processes in which rotons take part.
PACS numbers: 67.60.-b

INTRODUCTION
It is known that in superfluid He 3 _He 4 solutions there
are two excitation brancheS-Fermi (impurity) and
Bose. We are interested in temperatures at which the
role of the phonons is negligible, i. e., the only Bose
excitations considered are rotons. Information on the
spectrum of these excitations in He3 _He 4 solutions can
be obtained from measurements of the density of the nor640
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mal component by the method of the OSCillating stack of
disks, [1-3) the velocity of fourth sound, [43 or mobility of
the positive ions. [5] In the interpretation of the experimental data, the authors of the cited papers have concluded that the roton gap decreases strongly with increaSing impurity concentration.
However, the results of experiments on the scattering
of photons[6.7] and neutrons[81 by superfiuid He 3 _He4
Copyright © 1977 American Institute of Physics
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solutions, which have yielded direct information on the
parameters of the roton spectrum, have revealed no
noticeable change in the roton gap with changing concentration. It was therefore necessary to reconsider the
interpretation of the experimental results ofU- 5l • Sobolevl: 9l has noted that in the reduction of the experimental
data it is necessary to take into account the deviation of
the disperson of the impurity excitation from quadratic.
Esel'son et aZ. [101 attempted to reconstruct the dispersion of the impurity excitations from data on the density
of the normal component. The contribution of the rotons
to the normal density was calculated in this case by using the parameters of the roton spectrum in pure He\
but the roton damping was taken phenomenologically into
account in accordance with[1l].
It could thus be concluded that in the interpretation of
the experimental data it is necessary to take correct account of the form of the excitation spectrum, particularly the damping of the excitations. This raises the question of the theoretical treatment of the interaction between the rotons and the impurity excitations. Within
the framework of the pOint-interaction model, the selfenergy rot on function was considered in[ 12 l in secondorder perturbation theory. This approach, however,
does not yield the correct behavior of the roton spectrum near the roton gap, a behavior that is essential for
the consideration of the properties of super fluid He'-He 4
solutions. The model of the point interaction is used
also in the present paper to derive an equation for the
self-energy function. This expression makes it possible
to find the function by numerical computer integration
for different temperatures and impurity concentrations.

The obtained functions can be used to determine the
temperature dependences of the number of rotons, of
the roton contribution to the normal component, and of
other thermodynamic characteristics, and also to determine the energy dependence of the cross sections for
the scattering of various particles by superfluid He'-He 4
solutions with partiCipation of the rotons. The obtained
functions can be used to express directly the energy dependence of the cross section for the scattering with
production of one roton; numerical integration with a
computer yielded the energy dependence of the cross
sections of two-roton scattering processes. Likewise,
numerical integration within the framework of the considered model yielded the damping of the impurity excitations.

ImHR(co,k)n(co)=-

d3p S de
S (2n)'
-;-

X{I~ GR(e, p)n(E)} {ImDR(CO-E, k-p) n(co-e)},

(1)

and for the diagram of Fig. 2a
ImHR(co,k)n(co)=-

d'p S de
S(2;)'
;-

xexp ( ; ) {ImGR(e,p)n(e)}{ImDR(co+e.k+p)n(co+e)}.

(2)

where n is respectively a Bose or Fermi distribution
function, depending on the statistics of the particles to
which G, D, and H correspond. The formulas are expressed in a system of units in which 1i = 1, i. e., the
momentum is measured in A-I, the energy is measured
in OK, and the mass is measured respectively in A-2K- 1•
The solid lines will henceforth correspond to the impurity Green's function G, and the wavy lines to the roton function D. In the considered temperature region,
the rotons can be regarded as Boltzmann excitations.
We shall also regard the impurity excitations as Boltzmann excitations, thus restricting the applicability of
the considered model to solutions with He 3 molear concentrations approximately up to 0.2. Thus, in expressions of the type n(e) ImGR(e) we can replace n(e} by the
Boltzmann value exp(- £/T), as will henceforth be implied in all the formulas that follow.
We shall examine in greater detail the expression
given by the diagram of Fig. lc, which will henceforth
be designated F. An explicit expression for ImFR in
terms of GR can be obtained from formula (2). If we
substitute for the impurity Green's functions the expression for non-interacting quasiparticles G:s(E,P)=Oas/
(f +X-f:(p)+iO), where X is the chemical potential and
e(p) is the law governing the dispersion of the impurity
excitations, and integrate with respect to energy, then
we obtain
d'p
(/..-e(p)
n.(co)ImFR(co,k)=- >-:)2exp
--r- ) 6[co-e(p)+E(p-k)]. (3)

S (_:1)

In the effective mass approximation we have e(p)
=p2/2m, and then (3) can be integrated fully and we ob-

tain

ROTON SPECTRUM
We are dealing with phenomena at temperatures T
- 1 K, so that to describe the interaction of rotons and
impurity excitations (in other processes) it is necessary
to use the Green's function method at finite temperatures. [13] Actually, however, we are interested not in
Matsubara Green's function, but in the behavior, on the
real axis, of their analytic continuations, namely the
retarded and advanced Green's functions.
0

We present relations that can be easily obtained by
analytic continuation. [143 If H(iw n ) is given by the diagram of Fig. la, where the solid line is set in correspondence to G and the wavy line to D, then we have
641
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We shall assume henceforth that the parameters of the
real part of the roton spectrum are renormalized by an
integral over those parts of the spectrum which are far
from the minimum. Therefore when writing down the
equation for :E it is necessary to exclude from consideration the diagram of Fig. Ie, which yields a pure renormalization of A, and regularize the diagram of Fig. Id.
The corresponding expression for :E R is obtained by
analytic continuation, [14] by replacing each of the vertex
functions by a constant and denoting its product
by rZ:
d'p

de

(2lt) ,

It

~"(w k)=-f'S--S -[ImF"(e,p)D"(e+w,p+k)
,

(5)

+ ImD"(e,p)FA(e-w, p-k) ]nB(e).

-2 -I

0

I

2 3

where we have substituted the number v = 2(m T /21T )3/2
X exp(></ T) of impurity quasiparticles per unit volume
(in the same effective-mass approximation).
When considering the interactions of the rotons with
the impurity excitations, we shall take into account only
two-particle elastic scattering, since the process of
scattering of an impurity quasiparticle with production
of a roton is impossible by virtue of the conservation
laws. The corresponding expression for the self-energy of the rotons, which follows from the Dyson equation,
consists of two parts given by the diagrams of Fig. Id
and Fig. Ie, where the unshaded vertex corresponds to
the bare vertex function and the shaded one to the total
vertex function.
The number of rotons in the considered temperature
region is small, so that we can neglect the interaction
between the rotons (which makes its own contribution
to the self-energy function of the rotons) as well as the
distortion of the spectrum of the impurity excitations as
a result of the interaction between the rotons and impurity excitations (this will be confirmed by subsequent
estimates). Neglecting the interaction between the impurity excitations, we can thus substitute for the impurity Green's function the expression for the nOninteracting
quasiparticles.
An important role in the vertices in the expression
for the self-energy function :E of the rotons is played by
the energy transfer - T and the momentum transfer
- (mT)l/2, so that it is reasonable to replace the vertex
functions by constants. But then the expression given
by the diagram of Fig. Id contains a divergence, the
sign of which corresponds to a decrease of the roton
gap A. This indicates that within the framework of the
considered model it is impossible to calculate the shift.
However, the sign of the divergence makes it apparently
possible to conclude that the sign of the interaction of the
rotons and the impurity excitations corresponds to repulsion, because, as already mentioned, no noticeable
shift A is observed in the experiment, so that the net
shift A determined by the diagrams of Figs. Id and Ie
should be equal to zero,
642
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In this formula the integration region significant for
the second term is the one near ~ = A, and accordingly
nB(f) = exp(- e/T), so that the integral of the second term
is exponentially small and can be neglected. The equation for :E R is obtained by substituting (5) J)R expressed
in its terms near the roton minimum
c

(6)

D"(w, s) = - w-~-s'-~"(w, s) ,

where s =(k - ko)/..f2/J., j.J. is the roton mass, ko is the
momentum of a roton with zero velOCity, and the constant c in (5) and all the succeeding formulas is included
in the redefinition of the vertex parts. As indicated
above, to calculate ImFR it is necessary to use the
Green's functions of the noninteracting quasiparticles,
and as a result we obtain from (5) in the effective-mass
approximation, using (4),

x ·S de exp ( __1_ (_me +..!!.-) ') --:---:---;-1-::-::-::--;---;-

2mT

p

w+e-~-s'-~"(w+e,

2

s) ,

where s =(Ik+pl - k o)/(2 j.J.)11 2 • The integration with respect to the momentum P is carried out over a region
in whichP«ko. and therefore Ik+pl <=k+pcos9 and
d(cos9) <= p. 1(2j.J.) 1/2ds. The exponential factor indicates
that the Significant momenta are p - (m T)1/2 + (m I ~ 1)1 / 2,
and therefore, by virtue of the smallness of j.J./m, we
. can assume that as cos9 varies from -1 to 1 the value
of s changes from - 00 to + 00. Integrating with respect
to ds, we find that :E R does not depend on k, and the
equation takes the form
'Vrz

mJ.l. I/i 110

~"(W)=-i-(-)
4lt ltT
1 (me
p )']
Xexp [ - 2mT -;-+2

+00

Sdp S de
0

_00

1

[w+e-~-~"(w+e) )" •.

Of the two roots, we choose the one with the smaller
argument. The integral with respect to dp is now calculated by using the formula

.

Jd~ exp (-~'-x'/4~') =

(It'I'/2) exp( -Ixl).

v.
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We ultimately obtain for
index R)

~

the equation (we drop the

J daexp ~(e)=-ig_oo
+~

[(a-e)8(a-8) ]
1
T
[a-~(a)F'

(7)

In the limit of zero concentration (i. e., at g= 0), we
have :E = 0, and taking the integral in the right-hand side
of (11), we obtain HO) =0.

We write down also the asymptotic expression at

£

«-T
where g= lI~mm/4'lT, and the energy is reckoned from
the roton gap, corresponding to the condition Re~(O) =O.
Formally, the integral in the right-hand side of (7) diverges at negative a with large absolute values, since
the exponential is equal to unity in this case, and
1/[a - ~(a)]l/Zz l/i( la 1)1/2, but this divergence is connected simply with the already mentioned impossibility
of calculating the shift f:j. within the framework of the
considered model.
We change over from (7) to a differential equation in
which there are no divergences at all. To this end we
calculate

~[exp(-~)~l:(e)]
,
de
T de

1
g(nT) 'I,
R e - - - "" --exp(6+eIT ).

(12)

21el'"

(e-~)'!'

It is seen from (12) that the integral (11) indeed converges at negative energies.

Equation (8) was integrated with a computer, and the
result was the plot of ~(g/T1/Z) shown in Fig. 2a. Figs.
2b and 2c show plots of Im:E and Re:E against the energies
at T= 1 for various values of g, also obtained by numerical integration.
THERMODYNAMICS OF ROTONS

To determine the thermodynamic characteristics of
the rotons within the framework of the considered model
it suffices to know the form of the function ~(g/Tl/Z),
We express in its terms the number of rotons per unit
volume, N. From the general formula (for Boltzmann
excitations) we have

substituting the right-hand side of (7) for~. Double
differentiation under the integral sign gives rise to
o(a - d, after which integration with respect to da
yields the equation

d'k

(8)

l:'-Tl:"=-igl (e-l:) 'I,.

It is seen from this equation that ~ = Tf(g/T'/2, £/'1'),

i. e., a change takes place in only one essential dimensionless parameter g/T l /2, which determines the form
of the energy dependence of~.
From (8) we can obtain an asymptotic expression for
:E as I E I - 00. It takes the form

N=-

x Sd"ffi

We are interested in the parameter values g/Tl/ Z,£ 1, so
that the criterion for the applicability of (9) is lei» T.
At large negative E, Eq. (9) yields ~ z 2g( 1£ 1)1/2
-gZInlel, and in general all the terms of the asymptotic
expansion of the expansion of ~ at negative £ are real,
since Im:E decreases exponentially with energy. We
shall write down the corresponding asymptotic expression in the form
(10)

1m l:""-g(nT) 'I, exp (6+elT) ,

where ~ = ~ g/( '1')1/2]. Expression (10) is valid for E
«- (gT)3/2 (generally speaking, this criterion is valid
if g/T 1/Z,£ 1).
Starting from (7), we can obtain an expression for ~,
since the imaginary part of the integral in the right-hand
side of (7) contains no divergence. Replacing 8(a - e) by
unity in the argument of the exponential as £ - - 00, we
get

exp ( - ; ) ImDR(ffi,k).

Substituting in this formula expression (6) for DR(W, k),
changing over to the energy reckoned from f:j., and integrating over the momenta, we obtain
N=

(9)

S(2,,)'

ko(2~)\xp(_~)
2,,-

x J+~ d
_~

T

Re exp(-elT)
e

(13)

[8-~(8) r"

The integral in this expression is expressed by means
of formula (11) in terms of~. Substituting, we obtain
(14)

N=exp (6)No,

where No is the Landau expression for the number of rotons per unit volume (with renormalized parameters of
the roton spectrum):

k"(I1T)'J' exp (-y
!J.) .

No=c-;;- 2;'

Knowing the N( T) dependence, we can find the various
thermodynamic quantities, for example the density 0
= - TN of the thermodynamic potential, and the contribution Pr = (k V3 T)N of the rotons to the normal component of the density. The formulas for these quantities
are similar to (14), e. g.,
(15)

p,=exp (;) p,o.

1
eXP(S)=TnTj'!.

643

+~

J

1

da exp(-aIT) Re [a-l:(a)

1'"
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(11)

where PrO is the contribution of the rotons to the normal
density without allowance for the interaction.
V. V. Lebedev
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dVO = - 2

~2' 1,,( (p,; X, q) I'

rev,v,

ImKR (1(.q) dx d(cos S).
l-exp(-xIT)

(18)

In this formula X and q are the energy and momentum
transfers, while v and p are the velocities and momenta
of the scattered particle in the initial and final states.

We shall take the two-roton processes to be scattering with production of two rotons and elastic scattering
by a roton. The diagrams that determine K, neglecting
the interaction between the rotons, are shown for these
two cases on Figs. 3c and 3d. In accord with formulas
(1) and (2) we have

SCATTERING PROCESSES WITH PARTICIPATION
OF ROTONS

We consider first the simplest process of scattering
of a particle by the superfluid solution He 3 _He4 with
production of one roton. The amplitude of the corresponding scattering process is represented by the diagram of Fig. 3a, where the dashed lines correspond to
the amplitudes of the scattered particle in the initial and
final state, and the vertex function is deSignated f. Using the analytic properties of the Green's functions
(see[13), Sec. 17), we can obtain for the cross section
corresponding to the diagram of Fig. 3a the expression
do

1

2

d'p,

-y= --;;;-I/(p,; oo,k) I' l-exp(-ooIT) 1m DR (00, k)~.

(16)

In this formula V is the VOlume, vl is the velocity of
the incident particle, while w and k are the energy of
the momentum of the roton and are connected by the conservation laws with the initial and final momenta Pl and
pz of the scattered particle.

. .
nB(x)ImK,R(x, q)=-exp(-xIT )

d'k
J~

X J~lmDR(oo, k)lmDR(x-oo,q-k)
rc

(19)

.

for scattering with production of two rotons and
nB(x)ImK,(x, q) =-exp (-xIT)

xJ

d'k
J~

:00 exp (- ; ) 1m DR (00, k) 1m DR (X+oo, q+k)

(20)

for elastic scattering by a roton.
The momentum dependence of Iml)R in (19) and (20) is
determined by sl=(k-k o)/(2#!)1/Z and s2=(lq±kl-ko)/
(2#!)1/2, so that the regions of importance in the integration with respect to d 3 k are those in which k and Iq±kl
lie near ko.

Consider the case when the momentum transfer q is
not small. In the half-plane passing through the vectors
The significant energy transfers are at w = a and the
k and q, we choose unit vectors nl and Ila such that kz
significant momentum transfer are near k = ko, so that
=kl + q, where kl = krill and kz = krJlz. In the case, say,
the dependence of the cross section on the angle and on
of formula (20) we assume k=k l +{3, and then k+q
the energy transfer is determined mainly by the factor
= kz + {3, i. e., the values of k and Ik + q I close to ko corIIn.DR(w,k) and the exponential (16) can be neglected.
respond to {3« ko. We can therefore put Sl = (nl{3)/(2#!)1/Z
Substituting expression (6) for ImDR(W ,k) and changing
and sz=(De{3)/(2#!)1/Z. We can thus transform the inteover to the differentials of the scattering angle 9 and of
gration differential d Z{3- 2#! sinzds l dsz , where z is the
the roton energy w, we obtain
angle between nl and nz, and accordingly d 3k=2rrkrf1z{3
-- - 4rrk o#! sinzds l ds z• The criterion for the applicability
of this approximation is z» (2#!a)1/2/ko, where a
do
p'
.
1
- = - - '-1/(p,;oo,k)I'lm
,
dood(cosS).
(17)
V
2re'v,v,
oo-~-s -~(oo)
= max ( T, IX I) is the characteristic energy. Recognizing
that the angle z is connected with q, namely 2ko sinz /2
=q, we can rewrite the criterion in the form 2ko.2:q
To determine the energy dependence of this cross sec»(2#!QI)1/Z.
tion we must use the Re:E and Im:E obtained as a result
of the numerical integration and shown in Figs. 2b and
Each of the factors ImDR in (19) and (20) depends only
2c. It is seen from (17) that at a given scattering angle
on 51 or 52, so that the integration with respect to them
the cross section has a Lorentz peak at w -Il. - SZ - Re:E
can be separated. Substituting (6) and integrating with
= 0 and the width of the peak is determined by IIm:E I .
respect to d5 1 and d5Z' we get
Far, from .the peak we have ImDR=Im:E(w)/ (w - a - s Z)Z ;
Ilk,
the asymptotic forms of this expression can be obtained
nB(X) 1m K,R(X, q) =-exp( -xIT)exp (-MT)z;-sinz
in accord with formulas (9) and (10).
1
1
(21)
In full analogy with (16), we can obtain an expression
XJ de exp(-elT)Re [e-~(E) l'" Re [e+X-~(E+X) J'"
for the scattering cross section of a two-roton process,
the amplitude of which is represented by the diagram of
In this formula we have changed from integration with
Fig. 3b. Assuming that the corresponding vertex funcrespect to the energy reckoned from the roton gap. An
tion 'Y depends only on the summary energies and the moanalogous formula holds also for ImKi.
mentum transferred by the scattered particle, and inSubstituting the obtained expressions in (18), we get
troducing the two-roton Green's function K, we get
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p"J.Lk,sinzI1,(p';X,q)I'B'(X-2~)dXd(cose),

do, =
F

41['v,v,

do,. = pz'J.Lk, sinz exp
F
41['V,v,

(22)

+~
1
b,
B,(tt)=BeJ de{ (a,+ib,)," (a,-a,+ib,)'+b,'

(_~) 11,(P,; x, q) I'B, (X)dX d(cos e), (23)
8, =

where

(a+e) /2,

a,=e,-Be~(e.),

+~

[a-e-~(a-e)]"

(24)

+J~
exp (-elT)
1
B,(a)=__ deBe'[e_~(e)l" Be [a+8-~(a+e)1"

(25)

1

B,(a)=J de Be

[e-~(e)]'l.

1

Be

Let us find the asymptotic forms of (24) and (25). As
co the main contribution to the integral Bl builds up
at e - a, and we can therefore neglect ~ in comparison
with e, and as a result we get

a-

B,(a)'"

•

1

1

JdE~-(
)'t. =1[.
8' tt-8

,

This asymptotic expression is valid for a » gZ • As a
- - co, the principal part of the integral is built up near
e =0 and e =a • Accordingly we obtain, substituting (12)
and using (11),

b'}

1

(27)

+ (a,+ib,)'I, (a,-a,+ib,)'+b,'

T

b,=-Im L(e.),

8,=(a-e)/2.
a2=8,-Be~(e,),

b,=-Im L(E,).

Let us find the asymptotic forms of B 3 (a) as a - ± co.
In this case b' (a/2)« 1, and we can therefore assume
that the poles of the integrand in (27) are determined by
the equations (± e + ib)2 + ~ = 0, where b = b(a/2), i. e. , they
occur at e = 0 and e = ± 2ib. The two pole terms at e = 0
cancel each other (so that there is no singularity in the
integrand at E = 0), the pole contribution to the integral
from the two other pole terms is determined by half the
difference between the residues at the corresponding
poles (this contribution can be correctly taken into account since 1/(a+ib)l/Z varies little over the length of
b). As a result of the calculation we find that the pole
contribution is equal to Re1T(2a )1Iz. Thus, at a »g2 the
asymptotic form of Bs is B 3(a)""1T(2/a)1/2, and that at
negative a the pole term is equal to zero. Therefore
at a «- T the integral builds up near a1 =0 and a z =0,
i. e.,

Substituting the asymptotic expression for bz from (10)
and using (11), we get
This asymptotic expression is valid at la I» T. As
to B z, as a - +co the principal part of the integral builds
up near e = 0, therefore

41[gT
( 2£+tt )
B,(tt)"'--exp
tt'

T

.

Plots of B 3 (a) at T= 1 for different values of g, obtained
by computer integration, are shown in Fig. 4c.

where we have again used (11). The criterion for the
applicability of this asymptotic expression is a» T.
The values Bz(a) at negative a are expressed in terms
of the values at positive a via the formula B z(- a)
=exp(- a/T)Bz(a), which holds for any: integral of the
form

Jde exp(-eIT)f(e)f(e+tt).

We consider now the damping 11 of the impurity excitations as a result of their interaction with the rotons.
It is determined by the imaginary part of the advanced
self-energy function of the impurity excitations, which
is shown in Fig. 3d. The vertex parts are again considered to be constant and their product is replaced by
the quantity r Z, while G is replaced by the expression
for the non-interacting particles. If we now use (1) and
then integrate with respect to energy, we get

Plots of B 1(a) and Bz(a) at T= 1 for different values of
g, obtained by numerical computer integration, are
shown in Figs. 4a and 4b.

We consider now the production of two rotons at a low
momentum transfer (q« (2l-L T)1/Z). In this case we have
in (19) Iq - k I "" k, and we can make the substitution d 3k
-41Tk~(2l-L)1/Zds, where s=(k-k o)/(2l-L)1/ Z• We substitute
(6), integrate (19) with respect to ds, and substitute in
(18). As a result we obtain (we have changed over to
the energy reckoned from ~):
do
V

2.

0"0

«

:r

c

~

~

_ _Q,-4_
0.6

(26)

where
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Recalling the expression for g, we can conclude that
if we neglect the dependence of the effective mass of

g-O

50

0.2

the impurity excitations and of the particle density in the
solution on the concentration, then g becomes proportional to x. Accordingly, the proportional coefficient ~
=g/x can be determined from various experiments.

0.4

-Imr/r

Direct information on the quasiparticle spectrum is
obtained from experiments on the scattering of various
particles by He 3 _He4 solutions. However, the interpretation of the neutron scattering cross sections, which
are usually employed for this purpose, is made complicated by the large probability of neutron absorption by
the He 3 nuclei. In[8] are cited results from which we
can estimate the damping of the rotons in the region
above the threshold (at x= O. 05 and T= 1.6 OK). Figure
5b shows a comparison of the experimental data of[8] and
the curve obtained from the considered model at t = 3
K 1/ Z (corresponding to gT-l/Z = 0.12).

FIG. 5.

Of

elT

2

,S

d'k
( -r-'
a-8 )
1]{a,M=-r- '(2;;)'exp

nB{a-8)ImK,R{a-8,~-k),

(28)

where e = e(k).
In the integral (28), and the ff- m T of interest to us,
the significant values are 11- - m T» I-' T, so that we can
use the expression for ImK f in terms of B 2 , as determined by formulas (21) and (25). Recognizing that k Z
- m T« k ~, we substitute sinz "" q /k o and obtain, integrating over the angles,
J.tr'
(~
1] {a, ~)=--exp
--)
3~n)'

Skdk{{k+W-lk-~I')B,{a-8).
w

r.

(29)

To estimate the energy smearing of the impurity excitations it suffices to know 7](a)~ 7](a, B), where a = e(S).
We change over in (29) to int~gration with respect to the
energy e =t/'/2m. Recognizing that Bz(- w)= exp(- wiT)
XBz(w), we obtain
1]

(a) =J.tr'm' exp (-/j,fT)B{a}i6n',

(30)

where
Q

B{a)=

-

Sde(4a-8) (1-8/a)"'B,{e) + Sde(38+4a)B,{8)exp{-8/T).
•

• 0

There are also experimental results on Raman scattering. [6.7] In the energy-transfer region investigated
in these experiments, a major role is played by the tworoton scattering cross section, which is determined
within the framework of the considered model by formula
(26), since the photon momentum is small (and the momentum transfer is correspondingly small). For optical
photons the frequency shift at the considered Raman
scattering is small in comparison with its frequency,
therefore Pz "" Pl. In addition, it is reasonable to assume
that 'Y depends weakly on the energy transfer near X
= 2.6., therefore the energy dependence of the cross section in this region should be determined by the factor
B3(e), e =X - 2.6.. However, the cross section receives
also contributions from processes in which a roton pair
is produced, [16] so that the measured cross sections
must be interpreted as sums of cross sections corresponding to these two mechanisms. Figure 6 shows the
experimental data[6] for x= O. 059 and x= 0.109, the plots
determined by B3(e) at t = 3 Kl/2 and .6. = 8. 5 oK, and also
the fit curves that are obtained by adding to the aforementioned the Lorentz cross section corresponding to
the production of a roton pair with zero momentum, a
binding energy E B =0.3 oK, and half-widths .,,=0. 7°K
and 1.1 oK. We note that at such a conversion coefficient, the relation g/Tl/2$1, which was used when we

(31)
The results of the numerical integration by formula (31)
at T= 1 are shown for different values of g in Fig. 5a.
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

The considered model is valid in the temperature region 0.6-1.4 oK; it is bounded from below by the statification curve of the superfluid He 3 _He 4 solutions, and
from above by effects connected with the presence of
roton-roton interaction, which becomes appreciable as
the number of rotons increases. We assume that in the
indicated temperature regions the impurity excitations
obey Boltzmann statistics, a fact that limits the applicability of the model, to (molar) concentrations x of the
He3 atoms up to approximately 0.2, in which case the
effective mass of the impurity excitations depends little
on their concentration. [15]
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established the criteria for the applicability of the asymptotic expressions, does indeed hold in the considered
region of Hes temperatures and concentrations. Recalling the definition of ~, we can estimate r from the formula t= vorZm(2/-L)1/Z/411", where Vo is the density of the'
particles in pure He'. Substituting the numerical values
of the constants, we find
f=300KA'.

(32)

Substitution of this value in (30) and the use of Fig.
5a shows that in the entire energy region of interest to
us the impurity-excitation damping due to the interaction
with the rotons is much less than the temperature, and
this justifies the assumption made from the very outset,
that we can neglect the impurity-excitation Green'sfunction distortion due to collision with the rotons.
The interpretation of experiments in which the normal
density was measured by the method of an OSCillating
stack of disks[1-3] and was estimated in terms of the
velocity of the fourth sound[4] is hindered by the fact
that Pn consists of roton and impurity components Pr and
Within the framework of a quadratic dispersion law,
PI does not depend on the temperature, but this independence does not obtain if the dispersion of the impurity
excitations deviates from quadratic. Esel'son et al. [10]
have considered the general form of the expansion of
the energy of the impurity excitations in terms of the
momentum and sought to find the first terms of this expansion by reducing the experimental data. The corrections to Pr due to the interaction of the rotons with
the impurity excitations were taken into account phenomenologically in accord with the paper of Reut and
Fisher. [11] The model considered by us makes it possible to find Pr directly from formula (15). The reduction of the data given in[3] for the impurity molar concentrations x = O. 11 and x = 0.2 allows us to conclude
that the Pn( T) dependences can be explained within the
framework of the concepts described in[10], but to obtain
quantitative results it is necessary to know more accurately the shift 0 of the roton gap.

P,.

In addition to those mentioned, experiments were performed to determine the mobility of heavy ions in He 3_
He'solutions. The effective mass of the ions is large,
so that their reciprocal mobility, which is connected
with scattering by the rotons, is determined by the cross
section for scattering with zero energy transfer. At x
= 0 this cross section is determined mainly by rotons
having momenta close to koo The presence of impurity
excitations, which leads to an effective smearing of
. these states, should decrease the cross section for the
scattering of ions by rotons with decreasing concentra-
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tion. Within the framework of the considered model,
the concentration dependence of the cross section for
scattering by rotons, as seen from (23), is determined
by the factor Bz(O). In accordance with the described
general considerations, Bz(O) decreases with increasing
g, and in the range of values in which the numerical integration was carried out, this dependence can be approximated by the formula Bz(O) ex: g-l/Z.
The roton contribution to the reciprocal ion mobility
in the presence of impurity excitation should at any rate
be smaller than in pure He4• On this basis, the data
given in[S] lead to the conclusion that in the considered
temperature region, for x~ O. 05, the mobility of the
heavy ions in Hes _He 4 solutions should be determined by
scattering by impurity excitations.
The author thanks A. F. Andreev for valuable hints
during the course of the work, and L. P. Pitaevsktl and
I. A. Fomin for useful discussion of the results.
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